further those interests. Some young men joined the station workforces and their sisters formed alliances with the European and Pacific Islander trepangers, giving birth to children who were usually adopted into the mother's family. This new equilibrium was again disturbed when, in 1869, commercial quantities of pearl shell were taken from the Tudu (Warrior Island) reefs to Sydney. 5 Word of the opportunities spread throughout the ports of Asia and the Pacific and triggered the pearl rush of the 1870s and 1880s, when thousands of men from all parts of the world made their way to Torres Strait, eager to pursue dreams of wealth. By then the Torres Strait Islanders had been 'pacified' and offered only a token resistance to the newcomers, whose arrival affected every aspect of their traditional life and custom. Again, young men from surrounding islands and the northern and southern mainland coasts joined the pearlers, being paid not in money but in food, and women were given as wives. Pearling stations were established throughout the strait, but the majority were located on the islands adjacent to Thursday Island, traditionally Kaurareg territory. 6
Pearling and the Introduction of Asian Marine Workers
Of all the marine industries, the most lucrative was pearl shell, which, from 1870 until the introduction of the diving dress in 1874, depended almost exclusively on Pacific Islander and local Indigenous 'swimming divers', male and female. 7 Adoption of the diving dress rescued the industry from the consequences of its over-exploitation of island reefs and changed its nature. 8 The dress enabled divers to descend to great depths -up to 15 fathoms -in their search for pearl shell; and led to the importation of lower-paid Asian indentured labour and ethnic specialisation within the industry. The first generation of elite 'dress' divers were Europeans, who are said to have taught Polynesians and Filipinos the art of diving, before being displaced by them. The latter, in turn, were replaced by Japanese divers and tenders. Melanesians and 'Malays' (an omnibus term for the inhabitants of insular South-East Asia and beyond) tended to be less well-paid crewmen, as were Chinese and Sri Lankans. The British owners preferred ethnically mixed crews, despite their tensions, lest a group of disaffected 'countrymen' make off with boat and booty. Few records were kept of the very first Asian seamen to join the fisheries and even fewer have survived. Chinese, Filipinos, Indonesians and later, Japanese, travelled independently or semi-independently to Torres Strait from the early 1870s, lured by the same dreams of wealth and opportunity that had attracted so many others, but the Asian population remained low until the mid-1880s.
Wishing to exercise some control over the marine industries and tax the proceeds, the Queensland Colonial Government sought the approval of the British Imperial Government to extend Queensland's maritime boundary and bring its offshore islands within the jurisdiction of the Colonial Government. In 1872, the maritime boundary was extended to include islands lying within 60 miles of the Queensland coast, including islands in the Torres Strait; in 1879, it was extended further to incorporate islands outside the 60-mile limit. These annexations extended British sovereignty over the islands (though not the waters) of Torres Strait at a time when Great Britain, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Russia and Spain all sought to extend the boundaries of their existing colonial empires through annexation of islands in the Indian and Pacific Oceans (see Paul Battersby's Chapter One, this volume).
The Pacific Island Labourers Act of 1880 and subsequent amendments foreshadowed the eventual cessation of Pacific Islander labour: the pearlers' response was mass importation of identured South-East Asian labour, which marked the beginning of a shift in fisheries labour dominance from Pacific Islanders to Asians. 9 It also created the earliest Torres Strait Asian communities, which were to endure for 60 years. Towards the end of 1881, a vast new pearl bed was discovered, later known as 'the Old Ground', extending many kilometres south-west of Mabuiag. Seeing a lucrative business opportunity, James Burns, of Burns Philp & Company imported 50 'Malays' on three-year contracts from Singapore and, shortly afterwards, imported half that number of Sri Lankans as boatmen. 10 Citing the successful Singaporean venture, Burns almost immediately applied to the Colonial Secretary of Ceylon to engage a further 100 Sri Lankans from Galle. 11 According to Sissons, in November of 1883, 'the first group of Japanese recruited under contract for the industry were brought to Thursday Island by the master pearler, Capt. John Miller. There were 37 in this group.' 12 After free immigration was permitted under the AngloJapan Treaty of Commerce and Navigation of 1894, the Japanese became the most numerous community, taking virtual control of the industry by the late 1890s and displacing the other groups (see Table 2 .1).
The Hon. John Douglas, chief government official from 1885 to 1904, the heyday of the industry, outlined the historical trajectory as follows:
[A]t first the shellers, finding that it was impossible to get sufficient white men who would ship in their boats, had recourse to Malays and Manila men, both of whom were found suitable for the purpose. Then came the Japanese, who appeared to be not only suitable as employees, but who very soon showed that they could not only work for others, but that they could work for themselves. They bought and built boats, and fitted them out, obtaining licences, and winning for themselves a position and a standing which could not be questioned. Would they appropriate the industry? It looked very like it. In numbers they were rapidly increasing, and in co-operative capacity they proved more than a match for the Europeans or the Manila men. Then it was discovered that the Asiatic Japanese is an alien, and it was scarcely to be expected that we could license aliens to take our profitable pearl shell from our territorial waters. And thus it came about that the licensing of boats, which up to that time had been unlimited, was thenceforth restricted [in 1899 after intense political manoeuvring] to British subjects. 13 In 1877, Thursday Island had become the new site of the government settlement. The Police Magistrate, H. M. Chester, having overseen the removal of the settlement from Somerset, reported to the Colonial Secretary that on the day he took charge the population comprised about a dozen European government officials, the crew of the government cutter, a Chinese gardener and 17 non-Europeans serving prison sentences for striking work. 14 15 This mirrored a general increase in the Asian population of Torres Strait, which by then comprised 'nine tenths of the employees in the fisheries'. 16 
Thursday Island, an Asian Port
The appointment of John Douglas as Government Resident, the highest public official in the strait, began a period of expansion for Thursday Island and its Asian communities, which ended soon after his death in 1904. This was not entirely coincidental: Thursday Island, like the rest of the region, depended for its prosperity on the pearl-shelling industry, the fortunes of the Asian communities rising and falling with the profitability of the fisheries. In 1885 and 1886, several shellers left with their crews for newly discovered beds in Western Australia, not returning until 1889-90. There was another downturn during the depression of the 1890s; in 1905, when most of the fleet moved to Dutch waters; and during the depression of the 1920s. But Douglas deserves the credit for encouraging the social harmony and surprisingly good community relations that prevailed during his period of office. His 'benevolent paternalism' ensured an impartial local court and honest police force and he reinstated previous measures of local government for the Torres Strait Islanders, as well as generally encouraging naturalisation and entrepreneurial activity among the Asian immigrants, some of whom had found profitable niches in the trochus and trepang industries. Undoubtedly, his most significant political victory while Government Resident was in quarantining the Torres 17 The last years of the 19th century were the height of Thursday Island's influence as the centre of the pearling and associated industries. The island was also home to five flourishing Asian communities, which together constituted the majority of the population (see Table 2 .2). Generally speaking, each group filled an ethnically specialised economic niche: Chinese were market gardeners, cooks and small-shopkeepers; Filipinos were divers and trepangers; Indonesians were crewmen and shell-packers; Japanese were divers and tenders; Sri Lankans were boatmen, jewellers and pearl dealers. Despite the strains of poverty and crowded living conditions, reciprocity was the societal norm and interpersonal relations were generally harmonious. This is the thrust of residents' memories and court records and the conclusion of most official reports. Residents came together in their daily activities and recreational pursuits, for special events such as concerts, dances, boxing matches, and to celebrate the Chinese and Malay new years, the Buddhist Wesak and the Japanese Festival of Lanterns.
Admittedly, there existed economic and ideological divisions that promoted inter-group rivalries. The structure of the labour system, which was supported ideologically by the 'racial hierarchy' then in vogue, fed tensions that could erupt in assaults, brawls and sometimes murder. Chinese-Japanese and Filipino-Pacific Islander antipathy is well documented, but there were also occasional fights between Filipinos and Malays, 18 Filipinos and Chinese, 19 Malays and Sri Lankans, 20 Malays and Japanese, 21 Japanese and Sri Lankans, 22 and Japanese and Filipinos. 23 Cooperation and conflict, amity and enmity 24 are two sides of the same coin and historians are free to emphasise what best suits their argument. 25 The widely acknowledged hierarchy among the Asian groups was based partly on their specialised status and earnings within the pearling industry, 26 but was also supported ideologically by the supposedly scientifically proven 'hierarchy of races'. The Europeans were at the apex and the mainland Aboriginal people at the base, with Torres Strait Islanders just above them; in between came, in descending order, the Japanese, Chinese, Sri Lankans, Filipinos and Malays. Even the Anglican Bishop of Carpentaria, denouncing changes in Queensland's protection policy in his address to the third Synod of the Diocese of Carpentaria on Thursday Island in July 1935, subscribed to the almost universally held belief in the importance of race as a crucial determinant of individual achievement: not only could its importance 'not be ignored or underrated', he said, but '[t]he inheritance of different races is something given which cannot alter'. 27 The hierarchy and the now-discredited ideas of 'race' it embodied touched the lives of every inhabitant of Torres Strait. It regulated interpersonal and inter-group relations in almost every domain between the 'Black', 'White' and ethnically mixed 'non-Aboriginal' 'Coloured' inhabitants, the latter a socially and administratively ambiguous category, which might approximate either 'Black' or 'White' according to the dictates of policy. Even children were not exempt. Segregated schooling meant that Chinese and Japanese children generally attended the 'White school', whereas the children of Malays and Filipinos who were not educated at the convent school attended the 'Coloured school' along with children of Indigenous descent. 'Race', along with religious considerations, also came into play when the immigrants (and later their children) came to marry: there could be considerable loss of prestige if Chinese or Japanese chose spouses from Filipino, Malay or Indigenous families.
The racial hierarchy as an idea was so pervasive it was reflected, whether by accident or design, in the spatial location and configuration of the different communities on Thursday Island, where, by the turn of the 20th century, the majority of Torres Strait's Asian-heritage families had made their homes. Most of the Europeans, inheritors of 'Western civilisation', made their homes in spacious bungalows on the hillside above the western corner of the township, then known as Port Kennedy, near the present-day hospital. Most of the immigrants from Asia, 'Eastern peoples', congregated in the small, overcrowded cottages, shops and boarding houses of the Asian quarter, close to shore on the eastern side, up from the Post Office and between Summers and Hargrave Streets, an area commonly known as 'Yokohama'. It was here that a smaller and less distinct 'Malaytown' also emerged, alongside the billard rooms, gambling dens and brothels that served the island's large itinerant population. The Chinese and Sri Lankan communities proved the exception, positioning themselvesgeographically and socially -between the European and Asian quarters (see Figure C) . Chinese merchants generally resided behind or above their businesses in the centre of the retail precinct of Port Kennedy, near the corners of Douglas and Blackall Streets, while market gardeners lived on their plots, situated mostly north of the township. Sri Lankans lived in a recognised 'Cingalese quarter' at the eastern end of Victoria Parade. Even the cemetery was racially sectionalised:
The layout of Thursday Island cemetery reads like a social map of Thursday Island, both last century and up to about the 1960s. On the top of the hill are the white 'bush aristocracy', and government officials; next are ordinary European Protestants; coming down the hill over the road are the Roman Catholics, then South Sea Islanders, Japanese, Chinese and Malay, with Torres Strait Islanders again over the road; and right at the bottom the (mostly young) Japanese divers who died in their hundreds working the pearl boats. 28 Newcomers found Thursday Island 'to be more like an Asian than an Australian town'. 29 It was the first 'Asian' port encountered by outbound passengers from eastern Australia, the last by inbound passengers. It was our 'gateway to the East', possibly to become 'a second Hong Kong'. British colonial architecture, manners, legal and cultural institutions may have dominated the western end of the island, but visitors who ventured into the small shops and alleyways of 'Malaytown' and 'Yokohama' at the eastern end were both attracted and repelled by the 'Eastern' exoticism they found there. 'There were Japanese divers, barefoot Malays in loose sarongs, Chinese in blue trousers, skull caps and pigtails', 30 selling 'turtle steaks, which they carried draped over bamboo poles', 31 Japanese women in kimonos, a Japanese temple near the Post Office, 32 'a tiny tin Buddhist temple and an equally small Chinese Joss house'. 33 At a time when many British-Australians feared the social and economic effects of Asian intrusion into Australian society and when racial prejudice was widely institutionalised and internalised, the Asianness of Thursday Island elicited complex responses from visitors. Frank Hurley in 1920 was amused and affronted:
The populace are a heterogeneous collection from Malay [sic], China, Japan, and natives from neighbouring islands. These intermarry and the offsprings are puzzles of racial complexity and mixture. The shops appear to be mostly controlled by Chinese and Japanese. There is a considerable white population; but these appear to be exclusively traders or lugger owners. The wants of the town being supplied by Asiatics. Thursday Island is a Satire on the White Australia Policy. 34 
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From Federation to World War II
Federation of the Australian colonies brought great changes to the circumstances of the Asian communities in their dealings with Europeans. The first Commonwealth legislation passed by the new Parliament was the Immigration Restriction Act of 1901, which was overtly discriminatory and deliberately sought to exclude immigrants who were not White and did not speak English. While pearling industry employees were specifically exempted, the import was clear. A number of amendments followed, each more restrictive. In January 1904, the Commonwealth Naturalisation Act of 1903 came into force, giving the Commonwealth responsibility for the naturalisation of 'aliens' (non-British subjects). It replaced the Queensland Aliens Act of 1867, which had excluded Asians (and Africans) only on the grounds of being unmarried and less than three years resident in Queensland. Now Asians (and other nonEuropeans) were denied the right to apply for naturalisation and, even if resident in Australia, to bring their wives and children into the country. Typical of the personal difficulties faced by long-term immigrants who had made their homes in the Torres Strait was that of Punchi Hewa Mendis, a Sri Lankan who 'had married a Sinhalese lady, but on account of the White Australia Policy, she had not been permitted to live with her husband in Australia. So each year he had been obliged to visit her in Ceylon.' 39 These new laws had long been mooted and, allied with the economic effects of the 1890s depression and the heightened emotions of the time, many Asian immigrants feared violence, incarceration or deportation and returned home. 40 Of those who stayed, a significant number accompanied the exodus of the pearling fleets to the Aru Islands in 1905 after shell prices fell sharply and limitations were placed on the hiring of non-White crews. Some returned, but the shelling industry never recovered its former profitability and the region began its economic decline. There were times of apparent recovery: shell brought good prices during the last half of 1919, for example, which encouraged the entry of some small operators; but they fell again in 1920 and prices for all marine produce generally remained low for most of the 1920s. 41 The indenture system continued until the late 1930s; the pearling industry was the only exception to the White Australia Policy, but the success of the Japanese as entrepreneurs led their European rivals to restrict Japanese indenture and access to the ownership of the means of production. Despite this, the Japanese continued to increase their dominance of the industry, which remained substantially in their hands until the outbreak of World War II.
Issues affecting the Torres Strait Islanders also came to impact on the local Asian population. After John Douglas's death in 1904, Brisbane bureaucrats lost no time in pressing for the inclusion of Torres Strait Islanders in the Protection Acts, largely for reasons of administrative convenience and control, but also influenced by ideological imperatives. In March 1906, the Home Secretary officially transferred all administrative responsibility for Islanders from the Government Resident to the local Protector of Aboriginals. 42 In 1912, most of the outer islands were gazetted 'reserves' and the Protector consolidated his control even further over the lives of local Indigenous people, including their interactions with members of the Asian communities. Torres Strait Islanders could not reside on Thursday Island or travel elsewhere without permission. Asian-Indigenous families residing on the outer islands were given a stark choice: if they remained on reserves, they would be classified as 'Aboriginals' and treated legally as wards of the Protector and fully subject to his authority; if they came to live on Thursday Island or adjacent non-reserve islands, they would be free people but, equally, they would be forced to forgo association with their Indigenous relatives. As 'Coloureds', they were again victims of 'the enframing practices of state and institutions', defined by Rodman and Cooper as 'methods of dividing up and containing space and people in ways that are made to seem natural and neutral but are in effect disciplinary mechanisms of order and control'. 43 With the decline of the pearling industry, the long-term immigrants from Asia who had married and settled on Thursday and surrounding islands found manual and semi-skilled work in allied industries. While members of the first generation retained their distinctive dress, language and customs within defined communities, and preferred intra-ethnic marriage as far as possible, many of the early distinctions and antagonisms were elided over time through deep friendships, inter-group marriages and adoptions that transcended ethnic and religious differences. Their locally born children, educated together in the Coloured and convent schools, began to identify and refer to themselves as 'Thursday Islanders' or 'Thursday Island half-castes' and to intermarry in their turn. Tom Lowah, born in 1914 to a Solomon Island father and Murray Island mother and brought up on Thursday Island, writes:
We had at least three different races of children with whom I went to school, and the parents were so friendly with mine that it made us feel we were all related ... Two of my Aunts, now deceased, were both married to Javanese [and adopted their husbands' religion of Islam]. 44 Ironically, the official policies of segregation, at their height during the 1920s and 1930s, were (unintentionally) blurring ethnic and religious boundaries among the Asian communities. Unlike most local Europeans, the Asian immigrants were on the whole remarkably tolerant of difference in everyday life: the Japanese diver, Kew Shibasaki, for example, was a Buddhist who married a Muslim Malay; one of his children became a Christian. 45 This tolerance was even more marked among the second generation of locally born children of Asian-Indigenous descent. This is what one would expect of a culturally rich, but economically and politically oppressed minority living side by side in a small, bounded location. In what was, in retrospect, an unofficial socio-cultural experiment on the part of the Queensland Government, the largely undifferentiated perception, categorisation and treatment of Thursday Island's 'half-caste' population promoted the formation and consolidation of a self-conscious third group identity. The outcome proved a challenge to existing legal classifications, forcing the authorities to proliferate increasingly absurd 'racial' categories (see Regina Ganter's Chapter Nine, this volume).
Also during the inter-war years, the 'half-caste' population began to be affected by the general unrest that had been building up for some time in the region as a reaction to the actions of the local Protector. Resentment came to a head with the passage of the Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Acts Amendment Act of 1934, which redefined the term 'half-caste' to include many of the hitherto 'free' people of Thursday Island of AsianIndigenous descent. This new act extended the Protector's control to yet another sector of the local population -citizens of Thursday Island of AsianIndigenous descent, who until then had been exempt from the provisions of the act. The Bishop of Carpentaria was moved to speak out publicly against the Government, calling the restrictions 'a threat to their liberties and the free use of their property'. 46 Possibly encouraged by this unexpectedly overt opposition to official policy, the Islanders working 'company boats' organised their first challenge to European authority. In early 1936, they went on strike, eventually forcing the Government to make a number of concessions. The most significant was the passage of The Torres Strait Islanders Act 1939, which, for the first time, legally recognised the Islanders as a separate group of people. While various motivations for the strike are adduced by Beckett, 47 Sharp 's definitive accounts demonstrate that at its core was 'a great cultural refusal' to accept the increasingly restrictive conditions imposed on the Islanders by the workings of the Protection Acts. 48 The Asian contribution to the climate of antigovernment sentiment on Thursday Island and its role in mobilising that sentiment, which led to the repeal of the Protection Acts and the appointment of a more conciliatory protector, is yet to be documented.
The War Years and Their Aftermath
The intervention of World War II relegated to the background this complex and difficult situation, which had brought State and Church into open conflict after years of covert antagonism. The war years marked a turning point in Indigenous-European and Indigenous-Asian relations across all of northern Australia. In 1939, the National Security (Aliens Control) Act came into operation, requiring the registration of all aliens over the age of 16 and restricting their movements. 49 Anticipating hostilities with Japan, barbed-wire fencing and other supplies had already been delivered to Thursday Island to secure the Japanese quarter. At the outbreak of the Pacific War in 1941, the navy commandeered all vessels and the military authorities on Thursday Island took over the administration of Torres Strait, transforming Yokohama into a temporary internment camp for the Japanese residents. Until they were transferred to the permanent camps on the mainland, daily life continued within the wire fence. 50 Torres Strait's strategic position and its perceived vulnerability to Japanese attack led to the evacuation in 1942 of the European and 'Coloured' populations from Thursday Island and other non-reserve islands. This effectively destroyed the prewar Asian communities and their distinctive hybrid culture. The majority of evacuees remained on the mainland; only a minority of the prewar Asian families returned to Thursday Island and they were, for the most part, of mixed Asian and Asian-Indigenous heritage. They found their former houses, businesses and community buildings looted, damaged or destroyed by the Australian soldiers stationed there, who also destroyed the houses of the Horn Island Filipino community. 51 In the midst of the destruction, the returnees set about constructing new lives in a radically altered sociopolitical and economic environment. They turned their energies inwards towards rebuilding family businesses, rather than outwards towards reconstructing the prewar Asian communities, even if this had been possible. Yokohama's buildings and Japanese temple had been destroyed by the army and the once-flourishing Japanese Society, Japanese Brethren's Society and Youth Club were never reorganised. 52 The Buddhist temple, located near the present Post Office, had also disappeared, along with the early Sri Lankan community that had sustained it. 53 The old Malay Club premises had been coopted for other purposes, although there was a token meeting of the club once each month, where members would gather for a while and talk. Malaytown continued to exist after the war as a remnant community in decline, but it too disappeared with the deaths of its original members in the 1950s and 1960s. 54 Without the constant infusion of newcomers from Asia, none of the previous demarcated communities could be reconstituted either physically or ideologically, racial segregation was about to be discarded as government policy and it became clear that the future lay in affirmation of a new identity.
The postwar Queensland Government's policy was 'to emphatically oppose any infiltration of Japanese or other Indents to the Queensland Pearling Industry'. 55 In 1949, only 15 Asian indents were so employed, all of them prewar residents, who were 'permitted to continue in the Pearling Industry after the war only after their circumstances had been fully and carefully investigated by the Government'. 56 The prewar Asian numerical superiority on Thursday Island was further eroded in relative terms by the influx of Torres Strait Islanders, who had previously been barred from residence.
Soon after the war, the Islanders, almost 800 of whom had served in the Australian Defence Forces stationed on Thursday Island, began to call for significant improvements in infrastructure and services, promised to them in return for their involvement in the war effort. Controls on their movement began to be relaxed and many came to live on Thursday Island, beginning the process of re-indigenisation of the island and other former Kaurareg lands. In 1947, a group of Islanders was for the first time given permits to work on the mainland, setting in train the diaspora that today sees the great majority of Islanders living away from the strait. Buoyed by the postwar decolonisation of the Pacific, some prescient leaders of Pacific descent called for measures of selfgovernment and even the creation of a separate and autonomous territory.
Nevertheless, the Queensland Government maintained its paternalistic policies toward Indigenous people, within and outside Torres Strait, until the mid-1980s. By contrast, legislative restrictions on Asian groups were being relaxed gradually as the White Australia Policy became untenable. The postwar rise of communism in China had caused some unease among the authorities with regard to the Chinese population of Australia and this extended to the strait. Local Whites, however, saw no real threat to their political and economic dominance by the now very diminished Asian presence, especially since the remaining Asians had had little alternative to assimilation with Whites in postwar society. Such sentiment was evident in the relaxed response by the Thursday Island community to the arrival of large numbers of illegal Asian fishermen in the 1970s and 1980s. 57 The Islanders' successful struggle against the Commonwealth Government's decision to change their border with PNG and divide them as a people, which was ratified by treaty in 1978, increased their sense of unity and confidence in political action. In 1981, the Townsville-based Torres United Party argued in the Australian High Court that the 1879 annexation of the outer islands was invalid. Although this move for sovereignty was unsuccessful, it led indirectly to the 1992 'Mabo' decision of the High Court, which recognised traditional Indigenous rights to land. That decision, together with the proposed transition to regional autonomy in Torres Strait, given substance by a 1997 report by the Commonwealth House of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs, have seen an inversion of previous ethnic power dynamics. Torres Strait Islanders are today far more confident in their Indigenous identity and the older generations have neither forgotten nor forgiven their differential treatment and their personal humiliations 'under the act'. The most recent challenges to locals of Asian descent have arisen from within the strait itself as postwar paternalism has yielded to Indigenous self-determination. Having reclaimed their lands and now preparing to reclaim their seas, some Islanders wish to impose new descent-based boundaries and deny the Asian history of Torres Strait. Once-influential members of the Asian communities now struggle to find a voice, while 'blended' families find empowerment chiefly in their Indigenous ancestry.
Footnotes
1 About 700 years ago, the period from which oral tradition dates the settlement of the Torres Strait islands by their present-day inhabitants, there was a transition between a warm dry period, the Little Climatic Optimum, and a cool dry period, the Little Ice Age. This led not only to a cooling of the temperature but, more importantly, a sea-level fall of possibly one metre. This, says Nunn, was 'one of the most profound environmental changes within the last 1,200 years' of Pacific history.
Its importance lay in the fact that most of the population depended largely on resources, particularly protein, which they gathered from offshore reefs and on their lowland crops. The drop in sea level meant that the most productive parts of the offshore coral reefs were killed off and the crops withered, possibly within 10 to 20 years. Nunn estimates a decline of about 80 per cent in the food resource base of those communities, leading to competition for scarce resources, warfare and abandonment of coastal settlements for areas with greater food resources. Nunn 
